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40% of global 
restaurant revenues 

will be online in 2020 

- Morgan Stanley



Did you know?

€ 8  Billion
Estimated global food delivery market revenue
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Why do you need Deliverect?

Order management can be chaotic
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  From  this

Tablet hell
Counter stacked with delivery tablets
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  To  this

All delivery channels Integrated in your POS Auto - print orders



The abstraction layer between 2 very 
fragmented spaces

and many...
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...many more



Faster delivery 
time

8%
"Absurd Bird boosted 
time of delivery and 
ratings, leading to 
higher visibility on the 
Uber Eats app"

Norber Swierad - Absurd Bird

Why choose 
Deliverect?
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Error reduction

80%
”The manual process of having to key in all 
the orders increased labor and often led to 
mistakes. After signing up with Deliverect, 
we were able to streamline that process."

Matt Steggles - Crêpe affair



Staff savings

25% FTE

"All order tickets look the same for all 
sales platforms, making it easier for staff, 

chefs and dispatch alike to prepare the 
deliveries in the most efficient way."

Pantelis Zirinis - Owner of It's All Greek To Me
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"Since we started using Deliverect, our online orders are 
automated and we save a lot of time and increase efficiency."

Andrés Luzón – Operational manager Goiko Grill
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Push delivery orders into POS.

No re-punching delivery orders,
orders sync to the POS.

Orders print in the kitchen, 
speeding up your delivery time.

Order statuses push back 
to the delivery partner.

Dashboard offers central view
of all delivery activity.
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Menu items sync from POS,
no need to re-create them

Edit your menu in one place, and 
push to multiple delivery channels

Configure variable menus based on 
time of day, delivery channel, location

Snooze products that are 
temporarily unavailable

Push POS menu to 
delivery channels.
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All delivery sales are found in 
the POS reporting.

Compare delivery partner revenues
alongside walk-in revenues.

Troubleshoot by searching 
order IDs in one place.

Consolidate reporting.
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Some of our delivery partners
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